
holiday 2018

®

GIFTING JUST GOT BETTER



GIVE PRESENTS THAT MATTER THIS HOLIDAY SEASON.  
Our newest collection of cleaner, safer and joyfully  
luxe products is designed to make you and your  
loved ones look good and feel good—inside & out.  
Plus, you’ll be guaranteed a spot on the nice list.

holiday 2018

CELEBRATE 
THE SEASON WITH 
FEEL-GOOD GIFTS 
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FLAWLESSLY FESTIVE MAKEUP
Our high-performance products are made  
with safer ingredients (and no secrets added)
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Shine the spotlight on your best features with finely 
milled pearlescent powders in three naturally luminous 
shades. Includes our best-selling Halo highlighter and 
two radiant new shades—Golden and Sunkissed—for a 
variety of instantly glowing looks. Comes in an elegant, 
gold-patterned mirrored compact.

Model wearing 
Sunkissed

FIRST LIGHT HIGHLIGHTER PALETTE

SKU 2179   |   12.60 g / 0.45 oz

US  |  $49

CA  |  $63

FACE
Holiday radiance, 
achieved
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SKU 2256  |  26.4 g / 0.96 oz

US  |  $89  

CA  |  $115

NECESSARY NEUTRALS EYESHADOW PALETTE

Our ultra-versatile limited-edition palette features eighteen long-wearing shades designed  
to flatter all skin tones. This beautiful collection of wearable warm and cool shades includes 
matte, satin and shimmer finishes; the exclusive, gold-patterned compact features a removable 
mirror and a double-ended brush. Sixteen all-new shades, two favorites.

EYES
Long-wearing, party-ready shades
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VELVET EYESHADOW
PALETTE  — ICONIC

The perfect holiday beauty 
companion: this versatile palette 
with nine long-wearing shades to 
take you from day to night. Richly 
pigmented neutrals surround our 
brilliant game-changer: a sparkling 
jeweled shade that instantly 
elevates any look. The elegant,  
gold-patterned compact includes  
a removable mirror.
SKU 2257 |  7.47 g  /  0.27 oz

US  |  $50  

CA  |  $65

STARDUST CREAM 
EYESHADOW SET

The season’s most stellar surprise: 
five lustrous cream shadows with 
the perfect blend of pearl and 
sheen. Wear-everywhere shades 
include Celeste (Silver Lilac), 
Cosmos (Shimmering Soft Pink), 
Orion (Soft Gold), Stellar (Warm 
Amethyst), and Luna (Olive Slate).
SKU 8226 |  5 x 1.8 ml  /  0.06 fl oz

US  |  $39

CA  |  $51

Model wearing 
Stardust Cream 
Eyeshadow in Orion
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LIPS
Colors  
so merry 
& bright

SKU 8221  |  8 x 1.8 g / 0.06 oz

US  |  $79  

CA  |  $102

Our Mini Color Intense Lipstick Vault contains eight  
long-wearing universally flattering shades, including five 
new limited-edition hues, giving  you on-point options  
for virtually any occasion. Enjoy a smooth satin finish,  
a rich color payoff and a hint of fresh peppermint,  
all sized to tuck into the tiniest clutch. Includes: 9-5,  
Front Row, Twilight, Girls’ Night, Gala, Café, Premiere, 
and Daydream.

MINI COLOR INTENSE LIPSTICK VAULT

Models wearing from  
left to right: Premiere, 
Daydream, Gala
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Our essential ten-piece gloss  
vault has a shade to suit every  
look—including new limited- 
edition shades in shimmering  
and pearlescent finishes for  
utmost versatility. Enjoy sheer  
color, conditioning moisture and  
non-sticky, high-impact shine, all 
with a whisper of fresh peppermint.  
Includes: Rosé, Peony, Whisper, 
Camellia, Peach Pearl, Magnolia 
Shimmer, Raspberry, Freesia,  
Fig, and Black Plum.

MINI LIP GLOSS VAULT

SKU 8229 |  10 x 3.4 ml / 0.12 fl oz

US  |  $89  

CA  |  $115

Model wearing 
Black Plum
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SKU 8230 

GLOSS   3.4 ml / 0.12 fl oz      

TINT  1.8 g / 0.06 oz  

 

US  |  $30 

CA  |  $39

The perfect pairing for a naturally beautiful pout. 
Our new, universally flattering Transforming 
Lip Tint creates your custom pink hue upon 
application. Layer it with our new Crystal Gloss 
for high-impact shine and a flawless finish.

TRANSFORMING DUO

SKU 8222  |  2 x 3.4 g / 0.12 oz

US  |  $49  

CA  |  $63

We’ve created the perfect pair of  
flattering foundational lipstick shades: 
Boardwalk (beige nude) and Sunset  
(warm pink). Each long-wearing shade 
delivers rich color payoff, a moisturizing 
satin finish and a hint of mint.

COLOR INTENSE LIPSTICK DUO

Three new flattering nude shades to wear 
anytime, anywhere—to suit your every mood. 
Treat your lips to sheer color, high-impact 
shine and a boost of conditioning moisture  
with just a hint of mint.

NEW NUDES LIP GLOSS TRIO

SKU 8223  |  3 x 7 ml / 0.24 fl oz

US  |  $49  

CA  |  $63

A great lip instantly pulls a look together and makes you feel more  
festive. When it comes to gifting, these neutrals look good on everyone 
plus they each have a hint of natural flavor—so gift away!”

—CHRISTY COLEMAN, Chief Artistic Officer

“



SKINCARE INTRO CAMPAIGN STILL SPREAD
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SAFER SKIN CARE
Give the gift of an instant holiday glow: our cleaner sets  
are designed to balance, nourish & rejuvenate.
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INSTANT AWAKENING TRIO

The perfect pick-me-up for dull, tired skin. This trio contains everything you need to reveal your 
most radiant skin, perk up tired eyes and enjoy a dewy, pearlescent finish—all over. Set includes: 
Eye Revive Cooling Masks, Instant Glow Illuminating Cream and Overnight Resurfacing Peel.

SKU 8212 

EYE MASKS   4 Pieces         

ILLUMINATING CREAM  50 ml / 1.7 fl oz 

PEEL  20 ml / 0.67 fl oz

US  |  $89 

CA  |  $115
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Introduce Beautycounter to the people you love with this set of four  
best sellers formulated to hydrate, purify, brighten and balance your skin— 
all sized to tuck easily into your toiletry kit, gym bag or work tote.  
Set includes: No. 1 Brightening Facial Oil, Countermatch Adaptive  
Moisture Lotion, No. 3 Balancing Facial Mask, and Cleansing Balm.

BEST OF BEAUTYCOUNTER

SKU 8213 

NO. 1 OIL     10 ml / 0.3 fl oz        

LOTION     30 ml / 1.0 fl oz 

NO. 3 MASK     30 ml / 1.0 fl oz

CLEANSING BALM 30 ml / 1.0 fl oz

US  |  $ 89 

CA  |  $115
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Our favorite multi-tasker is  
now in a deluxe size and limited-
edition design for the holidays. 
Part nourishing daily cleanser, 
part gentle makeup-melting  
balm and part replenishing 
overnight mask, this hydration 
hero is infused with nourishing 
oils for healthier-looking skin, 
day and night.

SPECIAL-EDITION 
CLEANSING BALM

SKU 8211  |  100 ml / 3.38 fl oz   

US  |  $89 

CA  |  $115

Formulated with purifying 
Japanese binchotan charcoal, 
this clarifying skin-care duo 
gently washes away impurities 
without harsh surfactants, and 
helps absorb excess oils to keep 
skin smooth and balanced.

CHARCOAL ESSENTIALS

SKU 8216 

MASK  30 ml / 1.0 fl oz         

BAR   57 g / net wt 2.0 oz 

US  |  $49 

CA  |  $63

Naturally glowing skin is as  
easy as 1-2-3. Perfect for travel  
or to sample our most sought-
after facial oil formulas.

SKU 8210  |  3 x 5 ml / 0.17 fl oz

US  |  $30 

CA  |  $39

GLOW & GO MINI OILS

24   HOLIDAY 2018
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BODY
A genius way 
to spread joy

INTENSE MOISTURE BODY TRIO

Awaken your senses and indulge your skin 
with the ultimate bathtime companions. 
Gentle cleansing and moisturizing 
ingredients and a decadent Monoi fragrance 
leave skin hydrated, refreshed and silky-soft.   

HOLIDAY HAND CREAM TRIO

This trio of lightweight hand lotions delivers  
rich, non-greasy hydration in three limited- 
edition scents: Lavender, Petal, and Monoi.   
The all-new formula is enriched with shea  
butter and jojoba oil to deliver deep hydration.
SKU 8215  |  3 x 30 ml / 1.0 fl oz

US  |  $30      

CA  |  $39

SKU 8217 

SOAK   226.8 g / net wt 8.0 oz         

BALM  85 ml / 3.0 fl oz 

BAR   141 g / net wt 5.0 fl oz

US  |  $79 

CA  |  $102
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As a working mom, the Essentials set is a personal favorite. For those 
who need a little indulgence, I give them the Shimmer & Shine. Both are 
TSA-friendly & easy to carry back from holidays away.”

—GREGG RENFREW, Founder & CEO

“
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Enjoy luminous skin from head to toe with this essential set 
featuring three travel-size glow-getters. Gentle exfoliation, 
nourishing moisture and a hint of bronzing shimmer leave skin 
smooth and radiant all over.

SHIMMER & SHINE BODY SET 

SKU 8214 

OIL   30 ml / 1.0 fl oz         

SCRUB  90 ml / 3.0 fl oz 

BUTTER   90 ml / 3.0 fl oz

US  |  $59 

CA  |  $76

The ultimate travel companion for skin that’s clean, soft 
and cared-for—anywhere. Includes travel-size versions of 
our most popular body products to tuck into your toiletry 
kit, gym bag or work tote.

TRAVEL BODY ESSENTIALS

SKU 8218 

BODY WASH   60 ml / 2.0 fl oz         

BODY LOTION  60 ml / 2.0 fl oz 

HAND CREAM   30 ml / 1.0 fl oz

BAR   30 g / net wt 2.0 oz

US  |  $35 

CA  |  $45
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Perfectly packed for virtually  
any kind of escape, this  
comprehensive kit includes  
travel-size versions of men’s  
skin care and shave essentials— 
all tucked into a sleek  
limited-edition dopp kit.  
Set includes: Daily Exfoliating  
Cleanser, Smoothing Shave Cream, 
Cooling Aftershave Tonic, and 
Oil-Free Face Lotion.

COUNTERMAN TRAVEL SET 

SKU 8225  

4 x 30 ml / 1.0 fl oz

US  |  $75

CA  |  $97

MEN
Thoughtfully  
made products— 
just for him
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Give the teens in your life the gift of clearer-looking skin and  
a daily beauty boost. This set includes skin-balancing skin care plus  
the makeup basics they’ll need to play up their natural features.  
(All made with ingredients guaranteed cleaner than their room.)

CLEAN BEAUTY GO-TOS

KIDS
Safer formulas for smaller ones

TEENS
A gift to score all kinds of cool points

SPLASHTIME KIDS SET

Safer shampoo and soothing suds make bathtime a breeze. Our 
Splashtime Kids Set includes a jumbo kids’ shampoo, jumbo kids’ 
body wash and a festive hooded towel for good clean fun in the tub 
and beyond—including soft skin, shiny hair and a cozy cotton hug. 

US SKU 8228    CA SKU 8231 

CLEANSER   50 ml / 1.7 fl oz         

TREATMENT  7 ml / 0.23 fl oz 

GLOSS  3.4 ml / 0.12 fl oz 

MASCARA   5 ml / 0.2 fl oz

US  |  $45 

CA  |  $58

SKU 8220    

SHAMPOO   473 ml / 16 fl oz        

BODY WASH  473 ml / 16 fl oz 

TOWEL  127 cm x 63.5 cm

US  |  $59 

CA  |  $76



MAKE EVERY  
GIFT COUNT
#BETTERBEAUTY
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BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM


